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Abstract

The subjeet that is expected to influence the future growth of the Internet and other

forms of interaetive communication is electronic commerce. This application of

information technology perhaps best embodies the explosion of commercial interests

on the so-called "information highway." There is a great opportunity for Bangladesh

to enter thc markct of clectronie eommerce. Some entrepreneurs from Bangladesh

have already started electronic commerce through e-shop. But existing systems for

modern e-shop need a lot of features to attract people for online shopping. The

existing systems miss some basic and advanced functionality which should be

present in any modern e-shop.

In this work, ten popular e-shops in Bangladesh studied based on their functionality.

This work attempts to identify the different shortcomings of the e-shops of

Bangladesh compared to the most popular e-shops and then addresses these

shortcomings in the proposed software. Online shopping is analyzed based on

customcr's experience. How customer's shopping decision is influenced by the

presence of different functionality of modem e-shop is also analyzed. Model of a

modern e-shop is developed based on these studies. This project also suggests a

prototype of modem e-shop with all the basic functionality and some advanced

lunetionality found in today's most popular e-shops. The developed software is eost

effective, flexible and reliable and able to serve the online shopper properly. This

software is a guideline to the business people who wants to expand their business

through the Internet.
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1.1 Introduction

Electronic commercc (EC) is a short hand term that encompasses a complex

technologies, infrastructures, processes, and products. It brings together whole

industries and narrow applications, producers and users, information exchange, and

economic activity into a global marketplace called the Internet. The Internet and EC

change the traditional marketplace in two ways: (I) Process and product innovations,

and (2) New markets in time, information and geography. These changes, along with

their supporting technologies, appear to have important macroeconomic implications

for economic growth and inflation [I). EC promises to be the momentum behind a

new wave of economic growth. It has many potential benefits for developing

countries. The impacts of EC in a developing country can be helpful rather than

detrimental. It has also the potential to tic the developing countries into the rest of the

world so that they arc no longer considered outsiders. For example, EC can enable

more people to access products and services that once were not available. Another

benefit is that EC stores arc available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. As the

infrastructure for EC keeps growing, services that were not offered in the past

becomc available. Many of thcse bcnefits have not been proven yet, but the

technology is now available, and developing countries arc looking forward to these

benefits. The high cost of tcchnology may still be an obstacle in many developing

countries; however, the constant innovation of software and hardware will hopefully

reduce these costs [2). EC will give developing countries an increase in jobs, wealth

and health. With the creation of new jobs the economy improves. It will also provide

help, services and jobs, the reduction of unemployment and the growth of GOP; this

will also result in an improvement of the living conditions of the population. It will

have potential economic advantages in travel, tourism, sale of locally produced

goods, and the banking industry, because it lowers the cost of processing orders and

payments and is accessible to the global market. EC allows small businesses to sell

their products from anywhere in the world. In the long run, producers will be able to

provide better customer service and will enable people in developing countries and

rural areas to enjoy products and services that otherwise arc not available to them.
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1.2 Background and Present Sate of the I'roblelll

Electronic commerce simplifies, makes more efficient, reduces the cost of, or

otherwise alters, the process by which transaction takes place [I]. It allows

consumers to interact directly with manufacturers [3]. Purchasing via the Intemet is

one of the most rapidly growing forms of shopping, with sales growth rates that

outpaec buying through traditional retailing [4]. Social demographics have becn

identified as affecting intentions towards Internet shopping [5, 6]. Study indicated

that Internet usage (for reasons other than shopping) and domain specific

innovativeness have a direct innuence on consumers' adoption of Internet shopping

[7]. JupiterResearch forecasts that online retail spending will increase from $8 I

billion in 2005 to $95 billion in 2006, and will grow to $144 billion in 2010 [8].

There is a sharp growth rate of online shopping over the past few years. According to '

the Census Bureau of the Department of Commerce [9] U.S. retail e-eommeree sales

for the first quarter of 2006 was $25.2 billion, an increase of 7 % from the fourth

quarter of 2005.

But growth of online shopping in Bangladesh is not satisfactory. There arc many

problems in running a local e-eommeree site. The most basic problems arc

infrastructure development, e-payment, security, delivery and so on. Some of these

problems arc dependent on the policy of the govemment. Besides local e-commeree

sites have lack of basic as well as advanced functionality.

There arc some very popular online shops such as amazon. com [10], buy.eom [II],

bestbuy.eom [12], Yahoo! shopping [13]. As a case study, we take these shops as a

standard for online shops. In comparison to these standard online shops, local shops

have many shortcomings. To study the diffcrent types shortcomings of the local

online shops, we choose 10 (ten) popular existing local shops [14-23] in our case

study. Through the study it is revealed that functionality like hierarchical catalog

[16-23], inventory system [14, 16-21, 22], wish list [14-23], product cross selling
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[14, 16, 17, 19-23], product up sclling [14-23], product options [14-23] organizcd

product description [14-17, 19-23], proper administrative functionality [15-23],

advanccd scarch [14, 17-18, 20-22], product review [17, 18, 20-22], organized

navigation systcm [14-23], product promotion [14,16-23], help [16,18,19,22,23],

intclligcnt recommcndation [14-23], product sorting [15-23] arc absent in these

shops.

1.3 Objectives with Specitie Aims and )'ossible Outcome

Thcre arc some open source software available for e-shops but they can not provide

the nccessary facilitics for the customcrs. On the other hand, it is very costly to buy

software for onlinc shop from intcrnational market. Moreover locally developed

software arc not up to thc mark. Thereforc the main goals of this work in context to

Bangladesh arc as follows:

(i) To design and develop a modem e-shop in Bangladesh.

(ii) To incorporate enough functionality to make it more attractive and easy to usc to

the customers.

(iii)To provide a general guideline to companies who want to offer online shopping.
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1.4 Organization of This Project Report

,. Chapter I of the project report starts with introduction followed by objectives

and organization of the project report.

,. In Chapter 2, common obstacle of online shopping and differcnt ways for

improving e-commerce web site are discussed.

,. In Chapter 3, basic as well as advance features of a modem e-shop are

discusscd in details.

,. The details methodology of the proposed system has been discussed

elaborately in chapter 4.

,. How the proposed systcm has becn dcvcloped is describcd in chapter 5.

,. Finally conclusion and recommendations for futurc works are made 111

chaptcr 6.

,.. Thc project report ends with citing reference and appcndices.
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Analysis of Online Shopping
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2.1 Introduction

Web retailers want to produce a shopping experience that will increase sales and

maximize the likelihood thai shoppers will return. Web users, on the other hand, arc

still searching for sites where the shopping process is easy and intuitive. Ease of usc

is the most common rcason cited for choosing an online shopping sile, with 59

percent of the 2,000 participants rating this reason as important. This becomes more

striking in contrast to only 32 percent who named low prices as the reason for

selecting an online shopping site. Across the 20 retail studies, a consumer ran across

an average of 6.1 problems or frustrations during a single shopping experience [29].

2.2 Common Obstaeles Confronting Online Shoppers

On average, site visitors who successfully negotiate the shopping process spend more

than eight minutes and 18 page views to achieve their goals. Even simple tasks, such

as whether a gift certificate is still valid, take some effort, on average taking visitors

two minutes and five page views [29]. Clearly, shopping online is not yet a

streamlined process; it requires substantial effort, even for shoppers who successfully

complete their transactions.

For sites wishing to reduce the effort, it is important to understand what kinds of

difficulties make online shopping so inefficient, and what can be done about them.

Most published "best practices" for making improvements in the online shopping

experience stress the importance of the checkout process. Some of these suggestions

arc indeed valuable, but most of them arc limited to design hints regarding the

placement, layout and functionality of virtual shopping carts. Web retailers need to

recognize that problems with shopping eal1s and checkout arc not the primary

obstacle encountered by online shoppers. They must concentrate on helping shoppers

shop for the items they want and on providing enough information about products,

including prices and shipping costs, before the checkout process.
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2.2.1 Search and Navigation

Majority of problems confronting o[dine shoppers involve locating goods and

services. Across retail sites, the most prevalent and significant obstacles to online

purchases arc search and navigation issues. Those businesses that make their goods

and services easy to find not only encourage purchases, but also make online

shoppers happy.

2.2.2 Shopping Cart, Total Cost

Examining the purchase process of e-retail, another basic discovery is made: some

users have difficulty locating the shopping cart. An equal proportion reports

difficulties adding items to their shopping cart. These problems, like difficulties

finding items of interest, can serve to make purchases difficult, worse or impossible.

Once online shoppers have found items and have successfully added them to their

cart, their 1110St common complaints: delays in receiving information about total cost.

In fact, one of the 1110St common uses of shopping carts is not purchase-oriented. On

most retail sites, entering the checkout process is the only way to receive accurate

pricing information, including tax, shipping and other charges. Online shoppers

routincly usc the checkout process to evaluate pricing. More often than not, online

shoppers arc forced to wait until late in the chcekout process to receive this

information. Visitors arc oftcn forced to register or volunteer personal information to

receive price totals.

2.2.3 Understanding Customer

While adding features and improving the checkout process arc worthwhile goals,

web businesses need to concentrate first on making shopping easier. Making it easy

for shoppcrs to locate items of interest eliminatcs thc biggest obstaclc faced by online

shoppers. Web retailers need to understand what their customers want (via sales info,

traffic within their site, and by tracking search terms) and make these items easy to

lind.
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Shopping carts and checkout processes aren't about delivering customers to web

businesses; they're about delivering information to customers. When customers can't

lind the information they want (particularly pricing information, ineluding accurate

subtotal and shipping costs), they feel uncomfortable. The deeper into the checkout

process customers have to go, the more likely they arc to leave.

As page views and loading times increase, satisfaction among online shoppers

decreases. Fast loading pages, effective search features and an intuitive site hierarchy

enable shoppers to complete their purchases efficiently and happily.

2.3 \Vays to Improve E-col1llllcrcc \Veb Sites

There arc thousands of e-shops running all over the world. But only few of them arc

popular (e.g. amazon. com). There arc number of reasons that make a site popular. As

e-market has become more competitive there must be some unique features to any e-

shops which make the difference between other shops otherwise people will not be

attracted to that shop. There arc some mandatory features as well as some special

features that must be implemented in an e-shop. There arc lot of factors that

infiucncc the customer's decision for online shopping. Figure 2.1 shows a generic

framework for Business-to-eonsumer (B2C) based on customer decision. At the core

of the framework is the vendor's website. So for successful online shopping vendor's

e-shop must be well organized with all basic and advanced features and some unique

feature that makes the site different from other.
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Figure 2.1 A Generic Framework ofB2C Based on Customer's Decision [30]

2.3.1 Analysis of Session Time Oul

Enhancing the user's browsing experience IS an imporlant goal for website

developers. One hindrance to a smooth browsing experience is the occurrence of a

session timeout. A user session is dctcnnincd by the application logic to have timed

out (ended) after a certain predefined period of inactivity. Depending on the timeout
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implementation, further activity after session timeout can either silently start a new

session or first display a timeout page to inform the user of the session timeout and

then start a new session. In either case, users who have active shopping carts at the

time of a session timeout might lose their state and possibly the shopping cart when a

new session starts. Selling the session timeout threshold too high would mean that

fewer users would experience timeout thereby improving the user experience. At the

same time, a larger number of sessions would have to be kept active (in memory) at

the website thercby resulting in a higher load on the website system resources.

Selling an appropriatc session timeout threshold involves a trade-off between website

memory utilization (which may impact performance) and user experience. As a

general rule, it is rceommended that the session timeout for e-eommerce sites be set

to no less than 60 minutes [24].

2.3.2 Analysis of Micro-conversions

A eonvcrSlon IS the completion of a task or process. Classical examples of

conversions at e-eommeree sites are checkout and registration. The intennediate

steps of a conversion are called micro-conversions [26]. Figure 2.2 shows miero-

conversions in the checkout process for Debenhams, UK [25]:

Purchase
Initiato

Checkout

Abandon Cart

" Add 10 C.1rt

~/ \

Visitor

Figure 2.2 Micro-conversions in the Checkout Process [25]
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Detail analysis of ligure 2.2 is as follows:

Visitor adds to cart: 6.0%

Visitor who added to cart initiates checkout: 45%

Visitor who initiates checkout purchases: 83%

Looking at these numbers, 55% abandon their shopping carts before initiating

checkout and of the remaining 45%, 17% abandon during checkout. The total cart

abandonment of 62% is not abnormal, but leaves significant room for improvements.

for example, further investigation revealed that 9.5% of users lost their carts due to

session timcouts that were set very low.

Micro-conversion rate analyses helps to quickly identify areas of the site with

potential problems so that web site administrators can take appropriate steps to

quickly lix the problems.

2.3.3 Analysis of Scareh

Search is a critical activity at c-commerce web sites. Search in a session increases the

conversion rate for the visitor by 50% to 150%.

Failcd scarches: what searches return zero results (requires architectural support for

collecting information about results returned by search). They help to identify the

need for synonyms in the search thesaurus. They help merchandisers identify trends

and products that visitors expect them to carry.

Too many results: It is easy to relurn too many results and ovcrwhclrn visitors. For

example, in an attempt to avoid failed searches, many sites implement a default

disjunctive quelY ("or") in a multi-word query, i.e., lind either of the words. For

example, when visitors search for "digital cameras" the search returns all digital

products and all cameras. Sites should default to disjunctive queries only when the

conjunction is not found. At a minimum, results containing all search keywords

should rank higher.

Revenues associated \-vith specific keywords: Certain searches may identify high-

spending segments. These can help determine words for ad placement at search

engines, such as Google AdWords.
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Correlated attributes: Customer and behavioral attributes that correlate with

visitors searching (or not searching) may help identify trends or problems. For

example, it is found that low screen resolution in a group of customers correlated

with lack of search activity. It turns out that the search box on the upper right is not

visible at the low resolution and visitors have to scroll horizontally to sec it in their

browser.

2.3.4 Analysis of Real Scenario

Web analytics packages allow users to analyze the effectiveness of individual web

pages or of speciJie hyperlinks on each web page. This analysis typically includes a

study of user browsing patterns to determine what percentage of user sessions view

web pages, follow certain paths, or abandon. This analysis should be taken to the

next level by tying in sales information. Table 2.1 shows the percentage of all

sessions that clicked on the specific links immediately afier getting to the homepage

and the revenue per session associated with those links. The revenue is normalized to

that associated with the 'Kids' link which is designated as X in order to avoid

diselosing actual sales amounts.

Table 2.1 Click-through Rates and Sales for Specific Links [31]

Link Name Click through Normalized Sales

Women I 4 <Xl lAX

Men 3tx) 2.3X

Kids 2% 4.2X

Wedding 13% 4.2X

Flowers 0.6% 5.0X

Catalogue 2% 10.2X

Table 2.1 shows that a relatively smaller percentage of the sessions clicked through

on the catalogue link the revenue associated with this session arc the highest among

all the other links on the page. Web site designers can take the information provided

by the click through rate and attributed sales metrics above into account to suitably
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redesign the website, giving prominence to the links that have high click through

rates and/or higher attributed sales while dc-emphasizing links that have much lower

numbers for these metries.

2.3.5 Market Basket Analysis and an Automatic Product Recommender

Cross-sell and up-sell recommendations arc an effective way to increase market

basket size and thereby boost revenue. Retailers employ expert merchandisers who

make cross-sell and up-sell recommendations based on their experience and domain

expertise. Automated product recommendation systems based on associations rules

mining [27, 28] provide an efficient method for identifying statistically significant

rules for making cross-sell recommendations.
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3.1 Introduction

Busincss-to-consumcr (B2C) c-commcrce is simply thc elcctronic exchange of goods

and services from businesses to consumers. E-shop is the implementation ofB2C e-

commerce. From a technical perspective, e-shop sites require a catalog, shopping

cart, and payment processing mechanism, at a minimum. More typically, though,

B2C e-eommeree sites encompass a wide range of advanced, value-added features.

3.2 Basic Features

There arc some basic features that should be implemented in a modem e-shop. The

basic features of a modern e-shop arc as follows:

• To display product details to the visitors, a catalog is needed. At the very

heart of this catalog is an organized, often hierarchical data store of product

details.

• To create a catalog, appropriate information pertaining to each product stored

in a database is needed.

• To maintain the relationship between users and the products they want to buy,

a shopping cart is needed. Online shoppers need to be able to add and delete

items from the shopping cart, as well as view the quantity ordered, as they

move throughout site. At any point, shoppers should be able to view and alter

the contents of their shopping cart, and then resume shopping or proceed to

check out. Shoppers may be allowed to save their shopping cart so that they

can leave the site, retum later, and resume shopping.

• To get paid for the goods and services customers arc requesting, secure

money transfer system is needed. When shoppers check out, they need to

verify or change the items and quantities they ordered before proceeding with

their purchases. In addition to the core functionality, administrative

rUl1ctionality is needed into a B2C c~coll1mcrcc site to make it an ongoing
success.

To maintain catalog administrative functionality is needed. An administrator

should be able to add, delete, and modify products and their associated
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information. Administrators also may need to add, modify, and delete

shopper information, or shoppers themselves, from the customer database.

3.3 Advanced Features

An important aspect of c-commcrcc is allowing users to find the products or services

that they arc looking for. The most common way to allow users to shop for products

is to put up a website containing the entire catalog of available products. Entries in

the catalog can provide detailed product information, reviews, customer comments

and so on. The user can then browses items and pick the one(s) he needs.

3.3.1 One-click Shopping

A famous altemative for the shopping cart is Amazon's one-click model. After

having registered a user can select any product and press one button to have it ship to

his address. Customer will not have to spend much time for his shopping. If customer

knows what he is going to purchase then one-click shopping will be a very attractive

feature for him.

3.3.2 Product Comparisons

With all relevant information online in various e-shops, it is possible to provide a

service that allows comparisons between these products or services.

3.3.2.1 Price-based Comparisons

The system presents a customer with the normal price and provides a button which,

when pressed, compares the price against the price at other merchant sites. If any of

those prices arc lower, the system reduces its own price to beat the competition. To

get the book at that price, the customer must immediately decide to buy. If he comes

back later, he must press the button again. While this may seem inconvenient, it

actually encourages sales, because users fear this may be a one-time offer. Further,
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by uSll1g the bulton, they get the feeling that this definitely IS the lowest pnee,

because they have checked at other sites.

3.3.2.2 Feature-based Comparisons

Another useful comparison servIce is a feature-based comparison. In this type of

comparison, the user docs not enter a desired product, but a desired combination of

features. The system then determines the product or products that provide that

combination.

3.3.3 Product Recommendation

A user profile is a collection of information regarding the interests, lifestyle, likes,

dislikes and so on of a particular user. This proliIe can be used to select or IiIter

products, television programs, music and other content. For instance, a sct.top box or

television can be equipped with a filtering mechanism, which compares the content

offered by a broadcaster against the user profile, and presents or records only the

content items that fit the user profile to the user. This way, the user only sees the

programs he likes. Similarly, a merchant site can usc its proliIe for a user to select

products that the uscr is interest in, and recommend those to the user.

3.3.3.\ Determining Recommendations from Direct User Input

This approach is used for books by Internet bookstore Amazon. com. Thc uscr can

give ratings to any book in thc collection, and the system then recommends books

that have high average ratings and that arc similar to the rated books.

3.3.3.2 Determining Recommendations from User Behavior

Most users do not want to manually indicate which products they like or dislike. So,

it is desirable to derive proliIing information from an analysis of the user's behavior.

One important piece of information is the purchasing history of the user. It is likely,
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lar example, that if the user has bought a lot of crime novels, he likes that genre, so

the system should recommend newly published crime novels. The user's shopping

cart can also be analyzed to sec what he likes to buy. If a user frequently watches

episodes of a TV series, then it is probable he likes that series, and so this series is

given a higher rating in the user profile. If the user buys a lot of jazz CD's, the genre

"Jazz" is ranked as morc important in the user profile.

3.3.3.3 Sharing Recommendations

Merchants can also offer customers to post infarmation and opmlOns about the

quality of sellers, goods and services on their site. This allows other customers to

find out Illorc about the product, making the merchant site morc attractive. This

approach can also be used by an independent third party, such as, for instance,

www.ePinions.eom. Opinions can be presented side-by-side with the seller's website

(which not all sellers appreciate, leading to legal actions against the recommenders),

or be browsed offline.

The recommender sites can monitor the opinions posted by users and provide this

feedback to the merchants (for a fcc). When the recommender is realized as an

integrated portion of a web browser (www.eliekthebutton.eom), the recommender

can monitor the user's buying habits and adjust its recommendations to the user's

interests.

Recommendations can also be made available as annotations to a webpage. A web

browser is extended with a mechanism that can retrieve and show "sticky notes" with

annotations retrieved from the recommender site. When a user visits the webpage,

the annotations for that page arc retrieved and presented. The user can also add his

own annotations.

3.3.3.4 Recommending A<Jditiol1al Products

A merchant site may also provide an auction system or a classified ads system where

individual users can sell their own items. For instance, a bookstore site may feature a

second-hand section. In order to encourage the usc of the second-hand section, the
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bookstore can provide, on a page for a speeilic book, links to that book in the

second-hand section. The consumer can then either buy a new edition or a second-

hand onc.

When the consumer buys a number of products for a price which requires change to

be given, the merchant can present a recommendation for a product which is priced

equal to the amount of change. This price can be lower than the product's normal

price. This saves the merchant frolll having to give back a number of coins. And

since the recommendation is presented as a discount, the consumer is morc likely to '

buy it.

This technique (called "up selling") is primarily useful with point-of-sale terminals,

where consumers have to pay with cash money. However, it may also be attractive in

Internet-based transactions, for instance with prepaid access schemes.

3.3.4 Wish Lists

Using a wish list, a user can keep track of items he is interested in, but not willing to

buy at this time. The merchant site can make wish lists searchable (for instance, on

user name), allowing friends to buy a product for the user's birthday or other

occasion. When a friend selects an item on a user's wish list for buying, a purchase

order is automatically generated with the billing address set to the friend's address,

and the shipping address set to the user's address. Preferably, the ordered item is also

gift wrapped and provided with a personalized message entered by the friend.

3.3.4.1 Recommendations Llased on Wish List

If all products on the wish list arc too expensive, it is possible to generate a list of

related items (using recommendation algorithms), and to pick one at a suitable price.

For instance, the user may have a hardback edition of a book listed on his wish list.

Since hardback editions arc typically expensive, a friend wants to buy a paperback

instead. So, he clicks on the entry in the wish list, and is presented with a detailed

information page for the book. This page contains a link to the paperback edition.

The friend can now order that edition instead.
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The merchant site can provide the option of notifying people when a user's birthday

is coming up. The URL to the user's wish list is then included in the notification. The

moment at which to send the notification should be chosen so that the recipient has

sufficient time to pick a present from the wish list, and the present can still be

shipped in time to the user.

3.3.4.2 Wish List Maintenance

When someone orders a product that is on someone else's wish list, the item can be

deleted from the wish list. However, this reveals to the wish list owner that someone

has ordered this product. The system should therefore distinguish between the owner

of the wish list and other people, and present the owner with the full list at all times,

even when items on it have been bought by others.

The wish list can be maintaincd on thc servcr, but also on thc clicnt. In the latter

case, the user browses an electronic catalog, typically provided on a CD-ROM, and

optionally updated with information that is downloaded from an Internet server.

When the lIser sees a product he likes, he adds it to his wish list. When he has

completed browsing the catalog, he submits the wish list to the e-commeree system,

and the system processes the list and generates an order. The products are then sent

to the user. This is known from clectronic ordering systems for supermarkets.

In cases where the user periodically needs to buy more or less the same set of items,

a reusable wish list is very handy. This ean be realized in a variety of ways. First, the

user ean create a general wish list (a "master"), and re-use that every time he goes

shopping. He can then add or delete items as necessary without having to fe-enter

every item every time. Second, the system can remember the wish lists that the user

used before, and allow him to piek one. The wish list can then be modified as

needed.
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4.1 Introduction

Thc pnmary goal of thc project is to address the problems found in most of the

online shops in Bangladesh and delivers a modem e-shop with basic e-eommeree

limetionality as well as some of the advanced features found in many of today's most

popular consumer e-eommeree sites, to implement enough functionality so that the

software would be attractive to most online shoppers as well as be easy to usc, to

present some guideline for the success of local online shopping site. Based on these

goals the proposed sofhvare is developed. During the development of the proposed

software different software development steps arc followed and each step describes a

variety of tasks or activities that take place during the process.

4.2 Requirement Analysis

Extracting the requirements of a desired software product is the first task in creating

it. While customers probably believe they know what the software is to do, it may

require skill and experience in software engineering to recognize incomplete,

ambiguous or contradictory requirements.

Different popular e-shops arc analyzed and studied during the requirement analysis.

Functionality of local e-shops is studied and compared with some popular e-shop and

problems of local e-shops arc identified. After analyzing the current e-shops

functionality of modem e-shop arc identified and requirements for a modem e-shop

arc gathered, categorized and organized into related subsets; explored each

requirement in relationship to others; examined requirements for consistency,

omission of ambiguity on the needs of users.

4.3 Specification

Specification is the task of precisely describing the software to be written, til a

mathematically rigorous way. In practice, most successful specifications arc written

to understand and fine-tunc applications that were already well-developed, although

safety-critical software systems arc allen carefully specified prior to application
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development. Speeilieations arc most important for external interfaces that must
remain stable.

In the proposed system a functional specification and a technical specification is

written for the development of the proposed system. The specification clcarly

dcscribes the functionality of the proposed system.

4.4 Software Architecture

The architecture of a software system refers to an abstract representation of that

system. Architecture is concerned with making sure the software system will meet

the requirements of the product, as well as ensuring that future requirements can be

addressed. The architecture step also addresses interfaces between the software

system and other software products, as well as the underlying hardware or the host
operating system.

The proposed system is divided into three basic layers: a presentation layer (also

called the user interface layer), business layer, and data services layer. Each layer can

be segmented further-n tiers as opposed to just three tiers.

The user interface tier is made up of visual elements that the user will interact with.

In addition to providing the code that determines the site's look and feel, the user

interface tier is also be responsible for managing the way users navigate the site.

The business tier of the site is made up of multiple tiers itself. The purpose of the

business tier(s) is to provide logical separation and segmentation of the shopping

CaI1,the order-processing pieces, shipping and tax calculations, and personalization

features, as well as most of the other advanced functionality.

In data tier the most obvious is a database of product information for the catalog.

Several data-access components arc implemented to retrieve data from the various

data sources.

4.5 Implementation

Reducing a design to code may be the most obvious part of the software engineering

job, but it is not necessarily the largest p0l1ion. This is the development phase of the
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application. In this phase, codes arc written and necessary pieces arc assembled to

build the software. The actual development of the software consists of implementing

the user interface, business, and data services tiers.

4.6 Testing and Piloling

Testing and piloting of the application arc done before moving on to the deployment

phase. A selected group of user tested the site properly to find any logical or

technical bugs in the application. Pilot members' feedback arc received and

incorporated to the site.

4.7 Security

I\s part of every phase in the development of a site, proper securities arc also

implemented. For implementing security authentication and authorization 111

conjunction with one another arc considered. Specifically, authentication IS

developed into, which simply means discovering who a particular user is and

verifying that person's identity against a secure source. After dealing with ways to

identify users, authorization is applied which allows the authorized users to usc of

speeilic functions of the site.

4.8 Deployment of the Application

After the code is written, security is implemented, and physical architecture is

decided on, it's time for deployment. At this point, all the components, web pages,

and database objects and data arc moved to a production environment.

4.9 Administering the Application

Proper administrative functionality is implemented in the software so that

administrator can control the whole system by using administrative panel of the
software.
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5.1 Introduction

In order to develop the proposed system different tools are used. Microsoft .NET

frame work is chosen for the development of the software. The user interface, or

presentation layer, is implcmented almost entirely using ASP.NET. The business tier

is made up of .NET business components implemented in C#. SQL server 2000 is

chosen as database server for its outstanding perfonnance, rich support for XML, and

powerful analysis and management tools. liS is used as web server. Microsoft Visio

is used for the design of different unified modeling language (UML) diagram.

5.2 Featnres of the Proflosed Software

It is important to decide the features of the software before designing it. Standard

functionality for a modern e-shop is identified by analyzing different popular e-shofl.

Then ten popular e-shops from Bangladesh are studied and compared based on

functionality. Table 5.1 shows the presence of the standard functionality in local e-

shops.

Table 5.1 Comparison ofTen Popular E-shop in Bangladesh Based on Functionality

E-shofl t> Ec:: E E E 0
E E u~ E 0 g 0 0 "" 0 '< 0 u '< 0 '"." '< " u Eu :~IJ "0 N::l " "0 '< '" ..ci 0 '"0 .D'" .D "0 N ~ '< .DFeatures u N .c ..". .D '" '" " ~

~~ "' .D E "'" '" C 0.. ..". '" ;:; >,c .D ::l 0 <l:: N <l:: c '"0 "0
E .c 'on .:3 0-

E"' .D "' ::l CI) "0

Hierarchical Catalog V V X X X X X X X X
Integrated Inventory X V X X X X X X X V

Wish List X X X X X X X X X X
Product Cross Selling X V X X V X X X X X
Product Up Selling X X X X X X X X X X
Personalization X X X X X X X X X X

Advanced Search X V V X X V X X X V
Product Review V v v X X V X X X v

Product Promotion X v X X X X X X X X
Product Sorting V X X X X X X X X X
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Table 5.1 shows that most of the standard functionality for a modem e-shop arc

absent in local e-shops. During the analysis of different e-shop it is found that

without these features any e-shop can not attract customer. So these features arc

decided to be implemented in the proposed software.

5.3 Software Design

Object oriented analysis and design arc implemented during the software design.

Different software tools arc used for designing different part of the software. UML is

used for high level design of the proposed system. Different diagrams arc drawn

using Microsoft Visio. These diagrams help in visualizing the whole development
process.

5.3.1 Page Layollt

At tirst layollt of all the pages of the site is designed. Basic layout of the home page

is sketched. Then the layouts of other pages arc sketched. Finally a mock up of whole

site is developed including different navigation. Its make the work easier when the

entire page layout is done. Different feature arc incorporated in different pages.

Based on the layout a static site is developed to sec the look and feel of the site.
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5.3.2 Sitc-flow Diagram

Alicr de,igning the page layout, a sitc-flow diagram is dc,igncd which illustrates all

possible navigation options of the proposed software. Figure 5.1 shows a portion of

the site flow diagram of the software.
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Figure 5.1: Site Flow Diagram
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A site-flow diagram is helpful in describing the system's overall functionality and act

as the first step in fonnally documenting what exactly the application is supposed to

do. Creation of the diagrams led directly to thc realization of most of the use cases,

which define how users and other systems will interact with the system.
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5.3.3 Usc Case

Based on the diagrams. the high-level objects in the system and their relationship to

each other arc developed. Out of this phase of the development cycle came two main

deliverables: an essential usc case document and a usc case diagram document. The

intention of spending time creating these two documents is to flesh out the basic

objects required by the system. After documenting every user and outside system

interaction, the sequence diagrams arc created, which capture the interaction of all

the different objects in a system. A portion of uses case of the software is described
below:

Usc Case: Search a product

Usc Case Search
Actors Users

Type Primary

Allows the user to search for a specificPurpose
product in the e-shop.

Description Users enter any keyword and then search this

product in the e-shop.

Typical courses of events

Actor Action System Response

I) User enter the keyword and click User is redirected to the search result page
on search button

2)User elieks any product in search User is redirected to the product details page
result page
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Figure 5.2 shows a usc case diagram where actor is a customer.

OrOW'" C",,,I('J "" _ ~

(Ca ~aCkagO :cus~~nCCI OrCar ,tomo~

1~'Ock0
Figure 5.2: Usc Case Diagram

5.3.4 Class Design

In the class design phase, high-levcl objects into specific classes and .aspx pages arc

messaged. It is fairly high-Ievcl design where class names, their responsibilities, and

class dependencies arc designed.
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5.3.5 Database Design

After designing high level object a database schema is designed to support all the

functionality. At first data model is built around the basic catalog and shopping cart

requirements and then changes and necessary additions arc incorporated to

implement each advanced feature. Figure 5.3 shows database schema for product
catalog.
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Figure 5.3 Database Schema for Product Catalog

Shopper visits an e-shop and browse different products. Then they put their chosen

product to the shopping cart. They can add/remove products to their shopping cart.

Then they checkout and put billing and shipping information and pay the bill. After

checkout the shopping cart becomes empty and user can add more products to their

shopping cart. Figure 5.4 shows database schema for shopping cart.

Customers order is recorded in different tables. After checkout customer can view

their order history and cancel any order. E-shops usc order record to deliver order to

the customers shipping addresses and update inventory_ E-shops also collect payment

information and charge amount from customers account. Figure 5.5 shows database
schema for product order.
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Figure 5.4 Database Schema for Shopping Cart
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5.4 Syslem Fealures

A modern e-shop is developed with all the essential features Codes arc written and

all the features arc implemented. Sample code for home page is provided in

Appendix A. Screen shot of some of the salient features arc described below.

lIome Page

Left side of the home page contains the mam category. Top of the page contains

different links and middle of the page contains some featured product. User can

browse any product from left catalog. A customer can add any featured product to his'

shopping cart or wish list. Also customer can search any product. New user can also

register from home page. Figure 5.6 shows a screen shot of home page of the

proposed software.
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Figure 5.6 A Screen Shot of Home Page of the Proposed Software
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Product I'age

In product page products arc displayed with product price and product image for a

specific category. Any discount is also displayed in this page. There is link'

associated with each product. By clicking this link user can view the dctails of a

specific product. Also subcategory of any chosen product is displayed in the left.

Product hierarchy is also visible at the top. So user can go back to any parent product

by clicking any parent product category. Figure 5.7 shows a screen shot of product

page of the proposed softwarc.
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Figurc 5.7 A Screen Shot of Product Page of the Proposed Software
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Produel Details Pa!;e

In this page all the product details arc displayed with two options: add to cart and add

to wish list. User can add product to their carl or wish list by clicking these buttons.

This page also displays a details product description with product image. The page

also shows any sale price available and shows the amount user can save by

purchasing displayed product. Again user can go back to any parent product category

by clicking product hierarchy link at the top. Figure 5.8 shows a screen shot of

product details page of the proposed software.
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Figure 5.8 A Screen Shot of Product Details Page of the Proposed Software
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Shopping Cart

This page displays the details of the shopping cart of a specific customer. Customer

can update Call by clicking update button or can proceed to check out by clicking

proceed to checkout button. Customer can removc any item from their shopping cart.

The cart displays thc entire item in a customer's shopping cart with quantity of each

item. A calculation of total price for purchasing the products in thc shopping cart is

also displayed here. This cart is available to a registered customer always and they

can add more items to their shopping cart. Figure 5.9 shows a screen shot of

shopping cart page of the proposed software.
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Figure 5.9 A Screen Shot of Shopping Cart Page of the Proposed Software
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Wish List

This page display wish list for a specific user. User can add any product from wish

list to cart by clicking add to cart button. User can also dclete a product from his

wish list. User can view the details of a product in his wish list by clicking the link.

Wish list also displays product image with it's price. Customer can view details of a

product by clicking the product name link. Figure 5.10 shows a screen shot of wish

list page orthe proposed software.
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Figure 5.10 A Screen Shot of Wish List Page of the Proposed Software
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Product Cross Selling

Based on users current shopping cart this program suggest complcmcntary item to a

user. User can add item to their cart by clicking add to cart or add item to their wish

list by clicking add to wish list. The recommendation is based on the items available

in users shopping cart. Analyzing the prcvious purchase of other customer this

rccommcndation is devcloped. Product cross selling suggests a customer about other

matching products which were bought by othcr customcr when they purchased the

current product. Figure 5.11 shows a screen shot of product cross selling page of the

proposed software.
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Figure 5.11 A Screen Shot of Product Cross Selling Page of the Proposed Software
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('roduct Up Selling

Product Up selling is similar to product cross sclling. Thc main difference is that, in

up selling, the solc purposc is to increase the size of the order. This is mainly done by

looking at what thc customer is gctting rcady to purchase and then offering products

that arc upgrades to any of the items in the user's order. Based on customer's current

shopping cart this program suggests additional, more expensive items to a user, User

can add item to their cart by clicking add to cart or add item to their wish list by

clicking add to wish list. Figure 5.12 shows a screen shot of product up selling page

of the proposed software.
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Figure 5.12 A Screen Shot of Product Up Selling Page of the Proposed Software
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Top Seller

It's a tedious job for a customer to browse and find a product in e-shop.

It is a good idea to show customer top selling product of the store. Without searching

all the catalog customer can easily find a product easily. Based on the order history

of all the customer in the site this program displays the top selling products of the

store. Customer can add this product to their shopping cart or wish list by clicking

the bultons. Figure 5.13 shows a screen shot of top seller page of the proposed

soltwarc.
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Figure 5.13 A Screen Shot of Top Seller Page of the Proposed Software
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Order History

This page displays the order history of a specific user 111 the store. User can view

details of any order by elieking view details. User can easily track his order from this

page. The page displays the order different information related to an order like

shopping date, received date total amount of a order. Order details displays list of

product associated with a specific order with quantity and price pf each product.

Figure 5.14 shows a screen shot of order history page of the proposed software.
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Figure 5.14 A Sereell Shot of Order History Page of the Proposed Software
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Order Hislory

This page displays the oruer hislory or a specific user in the store. User can view

details of any order by clicking view details. User can easily track his order from this

page. The page displays the order different information related to an order like

shopping date, received date total amount of a order. Order details displays list of

product associated with a specific order with quantity and price pf each product.

Figure 5.14 shows a screen shot of order histmy page of the proposed software .
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Figure 5.14 A Screen Shot of Order History Page of the Proposed Software
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Category Admin

By using this page admin can set a category hierarchy. Admin can also set the

display sequence of any category and set whether the category will be displayed to

the main site or not. Admin also can add! edit I delete any category. Figure 5.16

shows a screen shot of category admin page of the proposed software .
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Figure 5.16 A Screen Shot of Category Admin Page of the Proposed Software
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"roduct Admin

Admin can control all thc products of the shop by using this page. Admin can set

product category, enter all product description, upload product image etc. Admin can

add/edit/delete product by using this page. Figure 5.17 shows a screen shot of

product admin page of the proposed software.
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Figure 5.17 A Screen Shot of Product Admin Page of the Proposed Software
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6.1 Conelusion

Finally a full featured modern e-shop is developed. Most of the basie as well as

advanced functionality found in popular e-shop is incorporated in the proposed

software. The develop software addresses most of the shortcomings found in local e-

shop. The developed solhvare is comparable with world's popular e-shops.

The developed software can be implemented for cOlllmercial purpose. Different

features arc incorporated III the software. A well organized hierarchical catalog is

developed. The navigation system of the software is well organized. Different

advanced leatures like product cross selling, product up selling, wish list, product

search, product review, leatured product arc also incorporated in the developed

software. The administrative functionality of the software is also developed.

Administrator of the software can control the catalog, product, product priec easily

using the admin panel of the soil ware. The developed software is lIscr friendly.

DilTcrcnl feature of the software is self descriptive so any new lIscr can easily usc

this soltware l'or purchasing products. The developcd software can casily be

implemented l'or commcrcial purpose. Retailers who want expand their business to

the Internet can casily usc the developed sonware l'or thcir busincss. They can easily

input catalog, product, product price using admin panel. So the developed software is

applicable to any retailer l'or their online business. The idea behind the software is to

promote local business in the Internet and compete with the international market.

The developed soflwarc also provides the general guidelines to the entrepreneurs

who want to develop their own soltwarc Cor offering online shopping. The software

is developed based on detail analysis of different e-shop. Dirterent local software

companies who arc dcvcloping softwarc for onlinc shopping can get a guidelinc by

analyzing the developed solhvare. They can easily understand the priority leatures

that should be implemented in software for e-shops. So this software is a general

guideline to the local business people who want to spread their business throughout

the e-world.

Bangladesh entrepreneurs should participate in the world-wide trend and explosion

on e-eommerce by giving online shopping facility. They need to understand the

business through Internet and implcmcnt an attractive e-shop. The developed
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soliwarc is recollllllended for local entrepreneurs for expanding their business to

Internet. If they want to increase their revenue it is strongly recommended that they

should ensure their presence to the c-world through c-shop and implement the

features in their c-shop that arc incorporated in the developed software.

6.2 Future Works

Future works related to the present development can be carried oul. A few area of the

future research is outlined below:

(i) Security matters certainly constitute a continuing problem for electronic

merchants. Many Internet users and even security experts arc concerned

enough about lntcrnct crime and potential violations of personal privacy

that they would rather "auction off their firstborn child than usc a credit

card to buy something on the Web". SSL sceurity may be implemcnted in

user registration and payment transaction program.

(ii) Personalization and customization arc considered increasingly important

elements of Web applications. Personalization usually means gathering

and storing information about website visitors, and analyzing this

information in order to deliver the right content in a user preferred form

and layout. Personalization helps to increase customer satisfaction,

promote customer loyalty by establishing a one-to-one relationship

between a website and its visitor, and increase sales by providing

products and services tailored to customers' individual needs. So there is

a scope to research on the personalization algorithm and improve

personalization technique of the site.

(iii) E-shops may incorporate more payment options other than credit card.

One of the options may be direct debit. During registration regular

customer can enter his bank account information and issue an

authorization letter to the shop. So after ordering the product shop can

collcet money from user's bank directly.
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Appendix A

Some ASP.NET, C# Code Segments

A.I ASP.NET Code for Home Page of the Proposed System

<'y,'@ Register" TagPrcfix="uc2" Tugl\'umc="Botlom"
Sn.:=" ..IUscrControI/Boltolll.ascx" lYU>

<%@ Register T:lgPrct1x="ucl" T:lg!":'IIllC="Top" Src=" ..IUscrControI/Top.ascx" 0/0>
<%'l1DRegister T.agPrclh="ucl" T:'lgr\:lIllc="Lcn" Src=" ..lUscrColltroI/Lcrt.ascx" u/o>
<'Yc.(il) Page 11IIlgUUgC="c#" Codchchind="llolllc.aspx.cs" AutoEvcnt\Vircull="falsc"

In!lcrils="VS1\l.llolllc" Inu:c="Truc'''y',>
<'Yc,(tl) Register T:lgi'rl'fix="uc I" TOlgl'iulIlc="ToJlScllcr"

SfC=" ..IUscrCulltrolfl"opSl'llcl',:lSCX " 'y,,>
<!IJOCTYPE IITl\IL I)UBLIe "-/IW3CIIDTD IITi\1L 4.0 TrullsitiouaIllEl':" >
<lInIL>

<IIEAD>
<titlc>Virlu:l1 ShoJlping l\1:'11l</litlc>

<met:1 lI;:ullc="GEl\'ERATOR" Conlcllt="l\licrosoft Visual Studio

<1111.'111u;:ullc="CODE_LANGUAGE" ContcnF"C#It>
<meta IIUIIIC=It\'s_ dcfll uItCliell IScript" coulcll F" J IIvaScri pt">
<ml'tll uame="vs_IllrgctSchcma"

COiltell t=" h tIfl:I/sc hcllllls.microsoft.co m/in IcllisclIsc/icS ">
<link rcJ="stylcshccl" h •.cf= ••..I\'Sl\l.css">

</IIEAI»
<body 1\IS_POSITIOI'\'II\'G="GridLll)'out">

<form id="Forml" mcthod="posl" runat="scn'cr">
<TABLE id="Tablcl" stylc="Z-INDEX: /01; LEFT: 8px;

TOP: Spx" ccllSpacillg:="S" c(,'11Padding=" I "
wi<lth="IOO%," bordcr="O">
<TH.>

211'.\">

Iirc!"=" IloIllC,l.lSP,\"><Il\IG
hurdcl=" 0"><1:.1><11>I\'>

<'I'D st)'Jc~"WIllTII: 147Jls; IIEIGIIT:

<I>IV lllign="ccnler"><l.l
src=" ..Illl1agL's/logo.jpg" \'ridth=" I07" height=" J 18"

<lTIl>
<'I'I> slylc="HEIGIIT: 2lpx" coISpan="2">

I'll11:'11=" sCl'vcr "><Il1c2: TOll></TI»
<lTI(>
<rH.>

<uc2:Tol'

<TD slylc="WIDTII: 147px">
&nbsp;

id="Top"

<lTD>

<'I'D coISJl"n~"2" sl)'lc~"FOr\T-WEIGIIT:
bold; FOi'iT-SIZE: 10JlI; COLOR: #01J9900"></TD>

<lTR>
<I'R>

I

2Spx" \':.lligu="ttJp"> <Til st)'lc~"WIllTII: 147Jls; IIEIGIIT:
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ill="Left"

<!I'll>
<'I'll>

src=" ..III1111ges/bt1I.

<TR

<I telll Trm pia Ie>
<TABLE

<ucl :Left

Da t:lBin du. Eval( COlllai Ilcr. Da ta Itcm,

honlcr="O"10

<rI'D>

<Tn colspulI="2">

rUllal="ser\'er"></IICI :Left><rrD>

<TO coISpan="2" slylc="IIEIGIIT: 25px">
<asp:UataLisl ill="DataListl"

rl/n at=="sen'cr" Repc~ltC 0IIi1IIns=="2" IIcmStyle-CssChlss==" c1sl\l rll II">

<ltemStyleCssClass==" cisi' 1cn II"></1 t emSfyle>

ceIlSpacillJ,:=="I " ceIlPuliding==" I " \\'idlh==" IlJO'Yo"bOI'del'="O">

<'I'I> vAligu="lop" :lligll="lel'l" widlh="SlI">

\'Aligll==lttop">

<rrD>

<'I'D \':.lligu="middle" align="lcfl" width=" 125">

<'1'1) culspan="2">

<A hrcf='l)el:.lilsOfProdllct.l1SPX'! Podl D=«Yo#
Da1:1Bin dCI"E\':'ll(Con rai IlCr. D:'ltal tl'IIl, " Prod lief I0") %.>'>

</p>

<I J\IG :111="Add 10Carl" !il"l'="..IIIll:lge!i/hlll-wisll_lisf.gif" hurdcr="O"></A>

<rrR>
<TR>

<':'-;,#DOl1:lllin lie•..Eval( Coni a incr .Da 1:'11tcm," Short Ucscripti 011")%>

<IMG src=' ../lmages/<'XI#
"Im;lgel\'amc") 'Yo>' honJcr=O></A>

<P sl)'lc~"FOr\T-WEIG/lT: bold: FONT-SIZE: lOp': COLOIl: #009900: FONT-FAMIL)': Verdana">

<A IIn'f=' DClnilsOfProducl.:.lSpx'! Podl D=<%#D:lt,1Biudel'.Enll(Colllailll'r.Daln Ilelll," I'l'Oduct ID") %,>'>

<A Iifcf=' Add Prod UClsToOnlcl'.aspx '!prod lie IID=<%#Dal:! Bindcr.Ev:tI(Culltaillcr.Dat:l1 tClII, "Productl 0") 'Yo>'>

<hllg :lIr="Add
.11 c.giP'><1 A>& nhSJl;& IIbSI);

<A !Iref;;;::'AddTo WishLiSl.aspx'!producrl 1)",,<%#DalaBilldl .•..E\':II(Colllaillcr.Dalal fCIll. "P'"ud tll'lID") 'X,>'>
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<ITO>

<[fR>
<Tit>

<TO colspan="2" valign="top">

<" slylc~"FONT-WEIGIIT: bold; FONT-SIZE: 10,,1; COLOR: #0033cc; FONT-
FAMILY: Vcrdalla">Spccial

Fc.:tturcs:

<'Yo# Data BiIIdcr. Ev.:l1(Contai ncr. Data Itern, "SpccialFcatu re" )%>

</p>

«I'D>

<rrR>
<Til>

<TD colspan="2" vaJigu="top">

&nllsp;

«rD>
<[fR>

<[fABLE>
</ltcIllTcmplatc>

</asp:DataList>
<rrD>

<lTR>
<TR>

20px "><rn»

rUII,1t=" sc,'\'cr"></uc I :TopScllcr></TD>
<lTR>
<1'R>

<TD slylc="WIDTII: 147",; IIEIGIIT:

<'I'D coISpan="2" stylc="IIEIGII1': 20px">
<uel :1'opScllcr id="TopScllerl"

sizc="l"></FONT></TD>
<rD stylc="WIDTII: 147px"><FONT

ru nat=" scrvcr"></uc2: Bottom>

<[fR>
<(I"ABLE>
&nbsp;

</fonn>
</body>

</IITML>

<TD coISpan="2">
<P align="ccntcr">

<ue2:Bottom id="BoUom"

</P>
<[fD>
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